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Curriculum Overview SUMMER (2020-1) 
 

 Write to Entertain 
 Text Types: Poetry, Playscripts 
 
 Text features: Script features,  
 developing plot 
 
 Sentence features: Parenthesis,  
 personification 
 
 Text features: Dictionary use, changing  
 Language, dialect, colloquialisms, idiom 

English 
Write to Discuss 
Text Types: Balanced argument, 
Review, Debate (Speak and Listen) 
 
Text features: Formality, fact vs opinion, 
structuring a debate 
 
Sentence features: Addition / opposition 
connectives, subordinate clauses, semi-
colons and colons 
 
Text features: Terms for argument, 
discourse markers (adverbials) 

Goodnight Mr Tom, Kaspar, Where 
the Poppies Grow 

Reading 
 Cassie the Commentator 
Vocabulary Victor 
 

Spelling 
Contraction, long vowel 
phonemes, silent letters, 
homonyms, synonyms, 
conjunctions 
 + letter strings, compounds, 
diminutives,  
 + ei, comparitives, verb endings 

Art & Design 
 make wartime-style posters encouraging modern issues, e.g. 

recycling; LS Lowry. 
 Observational drawings of plants and animals. Biological drawings, 

with Latin names. Look at work of Beatrix Potter as a mycologist 
(studying fungi). 

 Explore light and shade in greyscale. Use of light in famous artists’ 
work, e.g. Vermeer. Look at images of search lights in the night sky 
and representing them. Look at Hans Christian Anderson silhouettes, 
and make silhouettes. Self-portraits using mirrors. Painting Northern 
Lights patterns. Researching Lumiere installations e.g. Lumiere 
Durham. Look at how mixing colours in art is different to mixing 
coloured light 

Computing 
 Programming: Our future world 

Building Battlebots: Use Physics engines and 
prototyping software to build and test a virtual 
robot here and here 
 

 Create a video clip. Use a data-logger light meter. 
Photographing scenes, light and shadows. 

 researching online; using a mapping tool; creating an 
app or website 

 

Design & Technology 
 

 Investigating yeast in baking.  
 Design and make a microbe. 
 Design and make a Lumiere installation.  
 Create silver foil shadow people.  
 Create shadow puppets. 
 

 learning about architecture and housing design 

Geography 
Our world in the future 
How will our world look in the future? 

 describe and understand key aspects of physical 
geography and human geography  

 learn geographical skills and fieldwork: use maps 
and symbols to build their knowledge of the UK  

 use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and 
present features in the local area using a range of 
methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, 
and digital technologies. 

 Mathematics 
 
    Year 3 

Fractions 
Time 
Properties of shape 
Mass and capacity 

    Year 6 
Properties of shape 
Problem solving  
Statistics 
Investigations 

      
 

White Rose Small Steps: 
 
Year 4 
 Decimals 
 Money 
 Time 
 Statistics 
 Properties of shape 
 Position and direction 
 

 

Fluency, Reasoning, 
Problem Solving  
 
Year 5 
 Decimals 
 Properties of shape 
 Position and direction 
 Converting units 
 Volume 
 
 

French       RS Stage 1               Unit 5,6 
 Show understanding of single words  
 Identify rhyming words and sounds 
 Recognise a familiar question and respond  
 Name objects and actions 
 Use a simple connective to join phrases 

 Read and show understanding of familiar words 
 Identify and begin to memorise new vocabulary 
 Write and say familiar words 
 Express a simple opinion 
 Explore French culture / life and compare it 

Music:                   Charanga: Ukulele (3) 
play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using 
voices and playing musical instruments  

 sing and play at the same time 

 play the chords C, F and G7 confidently/clearly 

 play and sing a two chord song 

 play the chord of G 

 change between the chords C, F and G in time  

 identify which song will be best for me to play  Science: Classifying living things / Light 
 Describe how living things are classified into broad 

groups according to characteristics  

 Give reasons for classifying plants and animals 
based on specific characteristics. 

 Recognise that light appears to travel in lines.  
 Explain that objects are seen because they give out 

or reflect light into the eye.  

 Explain that we see things because light travels 
from light sources to our eyes (via objects)  

 Explain why shadows have the same shape as the 
objects that cast them. 

 Plan scientific enquiries to answer questions; take 
measurements; record data and results; use test results 
to make predictions; report and present findings from 
enquiries; identify scientific evidence 

History 
 The impact of war 

 Did WW1 or WW2 have the biggest impact on locality? 

 develop a chronologically secure knowledge and 
understanding of British, local and world history  

 address and devise historically valid questions about 
change, cause and significance  

 understand how our knowledge of the past is 
constructed from a range of sources  

 note connections, contrasts and trends  
 construct informed responses that involve 

thoughtful selection and organisation of historical 
information  

 develop the use of appropriate historical terms. 

 PE PSHE 
GetSet4PE 
 

 Netball 

 Rounders 

 

 Cricket 

 Athletics 

RE 
 

o Theology, human/social science: 
How do Hindus express beliefs about 
God? 

 
 
 
 

 

http://www.knowsleyclcs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Computing_Scheme_of_Work_Planning_v4_2016-1.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/prexpk8xn609sig/AADsepsU_pi1CdQ6IYz3r8XFa

